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Abstract
We explore the burst energy distribution of fast radio bursts (FRBs) in the low-twist magnetar model of
Wadiasingh & Timokhin (WT19). Motivated by the power-law ﬂuence distributions of FRB121102, we propose
an elementary model for the FRB luminosity function of individual repeaters with an inversion protocol that
directly relates the power-law distribution index of magnetar short burst ﬂuences to that for FRBs. The protocol
indicates that the FRB energy scales virtually linearly with crust/ﬁeld dislocation amplitude, if magnetar short
bursts prevail in the magnetoelastic regime. Charge starvation in the magnetosphere during bursts (required in
WT19) for individual repeaters implies the predicted burst ﬂuence distribution is narrow, 3 decades for yielding
strains and oscillation frequencies feasible in magnetar crusts. Requiring magnetic conﬁnement and charge
starvation, we obtain a death line for FRBs, which segregates magnetars from the normal pulsar population,
suggesting only the former will host recurrent FRBs. We convolve the burst energy distribution for individual
magnetars to deﬁne the distribution of luminosities in evolved magnetar populations. The broken power-law
luminosity function’s low-energy character depends on the population model, while the high-energy index traces
that of individual repeaters. Independent of the evolved population, the broken power-law isotropic-equivalent
energy/luminosity function peaks at ∼1037–1040 erg with a low-energy cutoff at ∼1037 erg. Lastly, we consider
the local ﬂuence distribution of FRBs and ﬁnd that it can constrain the subset of FRB-producing magnetar
progenitors. Our model suggests that improvements in sensitivity may reveal a ﬂattening of the global FRB ﬂuence
distribution and saturation in FRB rates.
Uniﬁed Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: Magnetars (992); Neutron stars (1108); Radio transient sources (2008);
Radio bursts (1339); X-ray bursts (1814); Gamma-ray bursts (629); Optical bursts (1164); Non-thermal radiation
sources (1119); X-ray transient sources (1852); High energy astrophysics (739); Luminosity function (942);
Cosmology (343)
2018; Yang & Zhang 2018; Metzger et al. 2019; Suvorov &
Kokkotas 2019; Wadiasingh & Timokhin 2019) with FRB
emission transpiring within or external to the magnetosphere.
For instance, generic constraints on the emission mechanism
in FRB 121102 by Kumar et al. (2017) suggest magnetar-like
ﬁelds may be involved in FRBs. Magnetars in our galaxy,
however, are known to undergo at least two distinct classes of
X-ray and γ-ray ﬂares: giant ﬂares and short bursts. The
former are more luminous, with the initial spike much harder
spectrally than short bursts, suggestive of initial deconﬁnement and outﬂows (e.g., van Putten et al. 2016) with
participation of large volumes of the magnetosphere and pair
ﬁreball creation (Thompson & Duncan 1995, 2001). Short
bursts, in contrast, are far more numerous and two-blackbody
ﬁts are highly suggestive of trapping of plasma in the
closed zones of the magnetosphere involving a surface region
a few percent of the NS surface area (hot temperature
component, e.g., Israel et al. 2008; Kumar et al. 2010; Lin
et al. 2012; van der Horst et al. 2012; Younes et al. 2014;
Collazzi et al. 2015). In epochs corresponding to these short
burst episodes, quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) of frequencies ν∼20–300 Hz have been reported—these QPOs are

1. Introduction
Fast radio bursts (FRBs) are cosmological radio transients
characterized by millisecond durations, large dispersion
measures, and implied brightness temperatures in excess of
1030 K. FRBs that repeat9 are now well established (Spitler
et al. 2016; CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019a, 2019b;
Fonseca et al. 2020), with the repeater FRB 121102 recently
exhibiting tens of pulses within a span of hours (e.g., Gajjar
et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018; Gourdji et al. 2019; Oostrum
et al. 2019). It is an open question if the class of progenitors for
FRBs which have been observed to repeat and for those which
have not (yet) repeated are identical. For recent reviews, see
Platts et al. (2019), Katz (2018), and Petroff et al. (2019).
Given the pulsar-like (short duration, and high brightness
temperature and linear polarization) properties of FRB pulses
and large implied energies, ﬂaring magnetars are a natural
candidate for the progenitor (Popov & Postnov 2010, 2013;
Lyutikov 2017, 2019a; Lyubarsky 2014, 2020; Katz 2016; Murase
et al. 2016; Beloborodov 2017; Kumar et al. 2017; Wang et al.
9

Also see Linscott & Erkes (1980).
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model. We assume ﬁeld dislocations (or crust oscillations)
occur with a single characteristic frequency ν and wavelength
λ, with varying spatial displacement amplitude ξ, i.e., we only
consider a single dominant eigenmode. The details and rich
complexity of NS crust physics and how the internal/external
ﬁelds couple to the crust, including anisotropy of the strain
tensor and the power spectrum of excited higher harmonics, is
not well understood (for a review, see Chamel & Haensel
2008). Moreover, it may not alter our principal conclusions if a
preferential narrow regime of eigenmodes is demanded for
FRB production, or if one fundamental eigenmode dominates
excitations. For this ﬁrst exploration, we adopt a minimalist
point of view and defer such complexity to the future.
For FRB repeaters, we formulate an FRB death line in the
traditional P –P diagram, adopting simple necessary criteria for
charge starvation and magnetic dominance in Section 2. The
FRB NS hosts may not lie past the death line in a region of low
magnetic ﬁeld B and short spin period P. Motivated by the
power-law ﬂuence distribution of FRB 121102, we propose an
energy/luminosity function of FRBs for individual repeaters as
a function of the oscillation amplitude in Section 3 via an
“inversion protocol.” We apply this elementary model to an
evolved population of magnetars, proposing observationally
constrained models of magnetic ﬁeld decay for magnetars in
our galaxy, to obtain population luminosity functions of FRBs
for different potential FRB host populations in Section 4.
Assuming all FRBs arise from low-twist magnetars, we also
compute the local ﬂuence distribution in standard cosmology
for different potential subpopulations of magnetars. An
extensive discussion with an observational focus follows in
Section 5.

interpreted as torsional eigenmodes of an oscillating crust
(e.g., Huppenkothen et al. 2014a, 2014b).
Recently, Wadiasingh & Timokhin (2019, hereafter WT19)
noted that the arrival time statistics of FRB 121102 are similar
to magnetar short bursts (see also Lin & Sang 2020). WT19
proposed some FRBs are precipitated by ﬁeld dislocations
creating charge-starved regions in a low-twist (nearly curl-free)
magnetosphere and lead to intense pair production if the
preexisting charge density is sufﬁciently low. Pair cascades are
a well-known required ingredient for radio emission in most
pulsars (e.g., Sturrock 1971). Logically, we assume FRBs can
result if such avalanche pair cascades are produced in
magnetars. In this model, all such FRBs are associated with
short bursts, but not all short bursts result in FRBs. Owing to
the relatively low energy of short bursts, prompt timecoincident high-energy counterparts to FRBs are not expected
beyond a few megaparsecs (e.g., Cunningham et al. 2019).
In WT19, several conditions must also be satisﬁed for the
operation of a putative pulsar-like emission mechanism. These
requirements are readily satisﬁed in low-twist magnetars
undergoing torsional crustal oscillations dislocating magnetic
footpoints. Yet, these conditions may not be satisﬁed for
objects with lower ﬁelds or shorter periods, such as “dead
neutron stars” thought to signiﬁcantly outnumber the observed
pulsar/magnetar population, or much younger and short-lived
millisecond magnetars.
The speciﬁcs of the pulsar-like polar cap radio emission
mechanism(s) invoked in this work for recurrent FRBs is
beyond the scope of this paper. The problem of pulsar radio
emission mechanism has proven to be notoriously complicated
—there is still no satisfactory model for it (see Melrose 2017).
The most popular models invoke radiation of particle bunches
(e.g., Ruderman & Sutherland 1975) or two-stream instability
in relativistic pair plasmas (e.g., Usov 1987). In either of these
approaches, a stationary plasma ﬂow is assumed, with
relativistic plasma streaming orderly in a single direction,
generally away from the neutron star (NS). However, recent
self-consistent local plasma simulations of magnetic pair
cascades for pulsar polar caps (Timokhin 2010; Timokhin &
Arons 2013) have demonstrated that plasma ﬂow is highly
nonstationary and non-unidirectional with no evidence of
charge bunches. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that any of the
several variants of existing radio emission models are realistic.
On the other hand, electron–positron plasma formation fronts
in polar caps is produced in “discharges,” when freshly created
pair plasma screens in situ the particle-accelerating electric
ﬁelds. These discharges are accompanied by large-amplitude
ﬂuctuations of electric ﬁeld and collective plasma motion. It
would be reasonable to assume that such discharges can
generate coherent electromagnetic radiation. Recently, Philippov et al. (2020) demonstrated that such discharges can indeed
excite superluminal electromagnetic plasma waves that could
eventually escape the magnetosphere. The details of this novel
coherent radio emission mechanism have yet to be worked out,
so it would be premature to make any prediction about the
efﬁciency of this mechanism for our FRB context. Therefore,
here we simply postulate that magnetic pair production in NS
magnetospheres is a necessary ingredient for coherent polar cap
radio emission.
In this paper, we explore the viable region of the NS P –P
parameter space for recurrent FRBs in the low-twist magnetar

2. The Model: Constraints on Neutron Star Period and
Surface Magnetic Field for FRB Viability
In the model proposed by WT19, ﬁeld dislocations and
oscillations at the NS surface induce strong electric ﬁelds.
There are three relevant magnetospheric charge densities,
which characterize the values that are capable of screening
accelerating electric ﬁelds induced by (i) corotation (the
Goldreich–Julian charge density; Goldreich & Julian 1969)
ρcorot, (ii) ﬁeld twist ρtwist, and (iii) ﬁeld dislocations ρburst. If
the corotation or ﬁeld twist charge density present near the
surface prior to the ﬁeld dislocation is insufﬁcient to screen the
burst-induced electric ﬁeld, then intense electron/positron pair
cascades on the timescale of microseconds associated with
acceleration gaps can result. The burst electric ﬁeld timescale
may set the characteristic duration of FRB pulses; the particle
acceleration may persist until the ﬂux tube is crowded by
plasma and the global electric ﬁeld screened, or for the ﬁeld
dislocation timescale Δt. Moreover, as charge densities and
associated plasma frequencies are low throughout the magnetosphere, the low-twist state facilitates the escape of radio waves.
The model is very similar to that of polar cap cascades thought
to underlie coherent radio emission in most radio-loud pulsars
and magnetars, but differentiated by the origin and transient
nature of the particle acceleration. Frequency drifts observed in
many recurrent FRBs (e.g., CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al.
2019b; Hessels et al. 2019), hitherto universally nonpositive,
could result from pulsar-like radius-to-frequency mapping,
with drifts owing to the decline of plasma density (and plasma
2
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frequency) with altitude in a ﬂux tube as noted in WT19 and
also Lyutikov (2019a, 2019b).
Note that in this model we are agnostic as to whether the
trigger is internal (e.g., Perna & Pons 2011; Viganò et al. 2013;
Suvorov & Kokkotas 2019) or external (e.g., Lyutikov 2015);
provided that ﬁeld dislocations are coupled to the crust, such
dislocations are charge-starved and B is locally large enough
for magnetic pair cascades. Even in magnetospheric reconnection models where the energy release is external, the ﬁeld ought
to be coupled to the electrons in the crust to account for the
recently inferred QPOs during short bursts (e.g., Huppenkothen
et al. 2014a, 2014b). In either internally or externally triggered
scenarios, a scaling of the square amplitude of the crust/
ﬁeld oscillations (in the elastic regime) may be regarded
as a proxy for the event’s energy release (see below and
Section 2.3). Additionally, the core–crust coupling is suggested
by the damping of QPOs within 0.2–2 s in short bursts
(Huppenkothen et al. 2014c; Miller et al. 2019); such damping
may limit the duration of FRB recurrence clusters (that is, the
span of short-waiting-time trains, as exhibited in FRB 121102)
for individual triggering events. Multiple ﬁeld dislocation
episodes then correspond to similar FRB repetition statistics as
magnetar short bursts.
Summarizing, in the context of WT19, there are three
necessary (but not sufﬁcient) requirements for the viability of
FRBs from NSs undergoing ﬁeld dislocations.

surface ﬁelds below, as we show, about 1011 G, for
amplitudes ξ compatible with charge starvation.
Above, it is understood that the NS is susceptible to magnetarlike short bursts via magnetoelastic crust deformations over a
large range of amplitudes/energies. This prerequisite depends on
the formation of a magnetized crust in conditions of high
pressures and B ﬁelds (e.g., Lai 2001; Harding & Lai 2006;
Medin & Lai 2006), a physical regime that is generally poorly
constrained. In either hydrogen (Lai & Salpeter 1997) or higher Z
element (Medin & Lai 2007) NS envelopes, it has been suggested
that there exists a critical temperature Tcrit  107 K below which
a condensed matter phase may form in high B∼1015 G ﬁelds.
This condensed phase may also facilitate the formation of
accelerating gaps during ﬁeld dislocations. The critical temperature is generally too low for condensed crusts to be plausible for
newborn millisecond magnetars, but is above the typical surface
temperatures inferred from thermal persistent emission in known
aged magnetars and high-B pulsars. In Section 4, we circumvent
this uncertainty of crust physics by adopting {P, P } distributions
corresponding to the known galactic population of magnetars
assuming dipole spin down11 B ~ 6.4 ´ 1019 PP G.
In this study, we assume the NS ﬁeld twist is sufﬁciently low
(globally or in localized regions of the magnetosphere) so that
the corotational Goldreich–Julian charge density is the limiting
factor, i.e., rtwist ∼[cB (4pR*)] sin2 q0 Df rcorot or Df 
4pR*/(c P sin2 q0 ) ~ 4 ´ 10-5(P 10 s)-1 sin-2 q0 , where Δf
is the dimensionless twist, R*∼106 cm is the radius of the NS,
and θ0 is a magnetic footpoint colatitude (see WT19 for
details). This twist angle is much smaller than that assumed in
standard magnetar models for nonthermal persistent emission
(e.g., Beloborodov & Thompson 2007). That is, in this paper,
we consider the space of all possible magnetars that could
produce FRBs if a state of low-twist concomitant with ﬁeld
dislocation conditions could occur. This larger set may be
sieved further by other physical factors that select which
magnetars are in a state of low twist or can undergo strong ﬁeld
dislocations that yield FRBs.
Characteristic Scales—During crustal oscillations, the value
of the maximum amplitude ξmax is set by the characteristic
yielding strain of the crust σmax, where σ ≡ Δx/x∼ξ/λ,
λR*, and ξmax=λσmax. Below this maximum strain, we
assume that torsional magnetoelastic oscillations are viable,
and under our assumptions, FRB production is tenable if other
conditions, detailed below, are met. As the characteristic shear
wave speed in the crust is estimated to be of order
vs∼few×107 cm s−1 (e.g., Steiner & Watts 2009), for
observed QPO frequencies of ν∼100 Hz, and as the
wavelength is λ∼105.5 cm, this implies ξmax  104.5 cm for
yielding σmax∼0.1 strain. Recent studies support a high value
of σmax∼0.1 (Horowitz & Kadau 2009; Hoffman & Heyl
2012), and as will be apparent, this is also what we ﬁnd more
favorable for FRB production. Events corresponding to single
dislocation events of duration Δt may be regarded as
n « 1 Dt; if such dislocations excite higher harmonics or
overtones, Δt may be much shorter than the typical oscillation
period inferred in known magnetars.

1. First, prior to the burst, the local charge density in the
magnetosphere linked to the burst active region must be
sufﬁciently low so that the burst Goldreich–Julian density
ρburst is larger, i.e., ﬁeld oscillations should cause charge
starvation. This condition is necessary for particle
acceleration and avalanche pair production precipitated
by dislocations of magnetic footpoints and sets a
maximum corotation Goldreich–Julian charge density
ρcorot that may exist prior to a burst of speciﬁed
amplitude, as extensively discussed in WT19.
2. Second, we propose that the plasma remain magnetically
dominated during bursts. Because the open zone is small
in slow rotators, such bursts would predominantly
involve magnetic footpoints which tap closed zones of
the magnetosphere. Conﬁnement of plasma in magnetic
ﬂux tubes is suggested by the two-blackbody phenomenology in magnetar short bursts (e.g., Younes et al.
2014). Strong and ordered magnetic ﬁelds are also
indicated in FRB 121102 by its high linear polarization
and ﬁxed polarization angle (PA) during bursts (Michilli
et al. 2018). Moreover, the pulsar-like emission mechanism itself may require a magnetically dominated
plasma for its operation, as the generation of coherent
plasma waves is thought to be a necessary ingredient in
its operation. Such magnetic dominance is certainly
realized for polar cap zones where radio emission is
thought to originate in most pulsars, but is much more
constraining for the proposed FRB model.
3. Third, the magnetic ﬁeld must be curved10 and high
enough for proliﬁc magnetic pair production to arise
during a burst of speciﬁed amplitude ξ, a situation readily
true for magnetars and high-B pulsars but not objects with
10

Curvature is a necessary condition for magnetic pair production which
requires nonzero photon angles to the ﬁeld. This is automatically guaranteed in
dipolar morphologies.

11

This is a lower limit on the surface B and therefore a conservative estimate
(multipolar components may exist, e.g., Tiengo et al. 2013).
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episodes of individual magnetars (Cheng et al. 1996; Göǧüş
et al. 1999, 2000; Woods et al. 1999; Gavriil et al. 2004;
Savchenko et al. 2010; Scholz & Kaspi 2011; Prieskorn &
Kaaret 2012; van der Horst et al. 2012; Collazzi et al. 2015).
Although deviations from s∼1.6–1.7 have been reported
(e.g., Aptekar et al. 2001; Lin et al. 2011), s<2 appears
universal, implying the largest events dominate the energetics.
As noted earlier, we are agnostic to whether the short burst
trigger is internal or external, provided that the ﬁeld couples to
the crust. The energy of sb,max is related to the mass
participating in the crustal oscillations via ﬁeld/crust dislocation
ξ. In the elastic regime, the energy scales as the square of the
amplitude: Eelas∼(1/2) ΔMν2ξ2, where ΔM∼(λ/R*)2MC
with MC the mass of the Coulomb lattice in the crust (e.g.,
Thompson & Duncan 2001). The factor (λ/R*)2 represents the
fraction area of the active region and accounts for the detail that
the hotter area in short burst two-blackbody ﬁts indicates a
surface active region of a few percent (rather than the whole) of
the NS surface area. If the largest sb,max ~ 10 42 erg (e.g.,
Cheng et al. 1996; van der Horst et al. 2012) events occur at
maximum amplitude ξmax, this implies ξmin  10−3 ξmax for the
lower-energy events of sb ~ 10 36 erg.
Because ξmax=λσmax and νλ∼vs, we obtain the parameterization

2.1. Local Charge Starvation
Given sufﬁciently low twist in the active region, the charge
starvation condition (Equation (5)) from WT19 takes the form
r burst > rcorot.

(1 )

Here, ρburst is the charge density required to screen the electric
ﬁeld induced by ﬁeld dislocations from Equations (3)–(4)
of WT19. Then,
r burst ~

1xn
B,
2lc

rcorot ~

B
cP

(2 )

implies a minimum period independent of surface B,
2l
2
> PS,min =
nx
nsmax
⎛ n ⎞-1⎛ smax ⎞-1
⎟ ⎜
⎟
» 0.2 ⎜
⎝ 100 Hz ⎠ ⎝ 0.1 ⎠

P  PS º

s.

(3 )

Equivalently, for a given period, the charge starvation
condition requires
n>

2
,
Psmax

(4 )

which manifestly couples the FRB-viable frequency of
oscillations to the crust breaking strain. Clearly, the existence
of a minimum period implies a minimum age for young FRB
progenitors in this model. The characteristic scale of PS,min
above also largely rules out recycled millisecond NSs. We note
that too small a value of ξ would lead to implausibly long
periods, which are not realized in most observed magnetars, so
this effectively sets a threshold on ξ when λ, ν are ﬁxed, i.e.,
x  x min

2l
l
=
» 6 ´ 102 5.5
nP
n 2 P1

cm,

⎛ ⎞2 ⎛ x ⎞2
1 2
2 l
sb ~ hEelas ~ hs max MC vs ⎜ ⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎝ R ⎠ ⎝ x max ⎠
2
*
⎛ x ⎞2
⎛ x ⎞2
= hE max ⎜
⎟ » 3 ´ 10 43 h ⎜
⎟
⎝ x max ⎠
⎝ x max ⎠

erg,

(6 )

where we have assumed MC=0.03Me, estimated in
Thompson & Duncan (2001; also see Section 6 of Chamel &
Haensel 2008), and Emax ~ s 2max MC vs2 (l R*)2 2. We list
adopted values for other parameters in Table 1. Here
h ~  (0.1) is the conversion efﬁciency into observed X-rays
as inferred from the largest observed short bursts of
sb,max ~ 10 42 erg. In either internal (e.g., Lander et al. 2015)
or external energy release scenarios, Emax could be considerably larger than the adopted conservative value of 1043.5 erg.
To remain agnostic, we regard Emax as a parameter in our
model.
For FRBs resulting from such ﬁeld dislocations, we propose
that the plasma at the base of the ﬂux tube is similarly
magnetically dominated, in order to provide magnetic conﬁnement at higher altitudes, i.e., B2/(8π)  Eelas/(λ2ΔR*) at the
surface,12 where ΔR*∼0.1R*≈105 cm is the crust thickness, a quantity which captures the characteristic depth of the
active region which the internal magnetic ﬁeld threads. From
the expression for Eelas in Equation (6), we arrive at

(5 )

where hereafter we adopt the notation  y º  10-y in cgs
units.
2.2. Constraints by Magnetic Pair Cascade Viability
In Appendix A, we demonstrate that relatively low local ﬁelds
of B  1011 G are required to initiate single photon magnetic
pair cascades during the smallest viable ﬁeld dislocation
amplitudes (Equation 5). These ﬁelds, however, limit the altitude
of where pulsar-like pair cascades may occur to about a few
stellar radii for typical magnetar dipole ﬁeld components. For
magnetar ﬁelds in the absence of photon splitting, gap heights
are of order hgap∼103–104 cm (Equation (31)) and regulated by
curvature cascades near pair threshold. As detailed in
Appendix B, photon splitting is generally not expected to
quench pair cascades (and therefore radio emission in the
proposed model) even if all photon polarization state channels
allowed by CP symmetry operate in most of the magnetosphere.

B  Bmag (x ) =

2.3. Magnetic Conﬁnement
In known magnetars, because high-energy short bursts are
quasi-thermal, they are calorimetric for the event energy
release. The short burst energies span a large range,
sb ~ 10 36–10 42 erg. As in earthquakes or solar ﬂares, the
number energy/ﬂuence distribution of magnetar short bursts
s
are known to follow a power-law distribution, dN d sb µ  sb ,
typically with s≈1.6–1.7 across many magnetars and

1
x ⎛ 8pE max ⎞
⎜ 2
⎟
x max ⎝ l DR* ⎠

» 3 ´ 1014

12

2

1
x ⎛ E max,43.5 ⎞
⎜ 2
⎟
x max ⎝ l 5.5 DR ,5 ⎠
*

2

G.

(7 )

If nonideal plasma processes and reconnection are unimportant, then, owing
to ﬂux freezing, the plasma density drops proportional to B at higher altitudes.
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Table 1
Adopted Values for Parameters

Quantity
s
Index of short burst energies/ﬂuences dN d sb µ  sb
Characteristic crust/ﬁeld oscillation wavelength
Characteristic crust/ﬁeld oscillation frequency
Crust breaking strain
Characteristic crust thickness
Maximum crust/ﬁeld dislocation amplitude λσmax
Event energy release at ξmax

FRB isotropic-equivalent energy and ﬁeld scale factors [erg, G]
FRB individual-repeater energy function xB exponent
Birth magnetic ﬁeld range
Index of magnetic ﬁeld evolution
Timescale of B decay

Variable

Adopted Values

s
λ
ν
σmax
ΔR*
ξmax
Emax

1.7
10 5.5 cm
100 Hz
0.1
105 cm
104.5 cm
1043.5 erg

[ 0, Br ]
a

[1040, 1015] [1041, 1015] [1042, 1015]
1

B0
α
τB

I: 3×1014–1015 G II: 3×1014–3×1015 G
{−1, 0, 1}
104 yr

Note. Multiple values for adopted parameters (α, B0 and [ 0, Br ]) are subsequently employed in Figures 1–3.

If B<Bmag(ξmax), then the maximum amplitude which
satisﬁes magnetic dominance is
x  x conf = Bl2smax

DR*
~ 10 5B15
8pE max

cm

power-law distribution of FRB ﬂuences encourages coupling
the FRB energy directly with the amplitude ξ. That is, the
ﬂuence distribution of both FRBs and short bursts is assumed
to arise from the same amplitude distribution that emerges from
the dynamics and condensed matter physics of the crust or
reconnection within the magnetosphere which couples to the
crust (e.g., Lyutikov 2015).
Yet, unlike the high-energy short bursts that scale as the
square of the amplitude, the FRB dependence on amplitude
ought to contain a B dependence as the screening condition is
ρburst ∝ ξB in our model. Consequently, we propose a simple
heuristic model where the FRB energy scales as a power of the
duo B and ξ:

(8 )

for adopted parameters in Table 1.
2.4. The FRB Death Line
At equality, the conditions B  Bmag and P PS constitute
a death line in the P –P diagram, due to the combination of
magnetic conﬁnement and charge starvation. The product of B
and P is independent of the oscillation amplitude ξ (obtained by
eliminating ξ in Equations (3) and (7)):
l 16pMC
32pE max
=
R* DR*
DR*x 2max n 2
1 2
1
1
~ 6 ´ 1013 Emax,43.5
(DR*,5)-1 2 x -max,4.5
nG s,
2

⎛ x B ⎞a
 r º  0⎜
⎟ Q (n , l , x , P , P ) ,
⎝ x max Br ⎠

BP

a < 2,

(10)

(9 )

where Θ imposes cutoffs in the luminosity function when the
conditions for charge starvation, magnetic dominance, particle
acceleration, and pair production are not met. The factor
 0 ~ 10 40–10 42 erg is the empirically determined isotropicequivalent cutoff energy of the FRB luminosity function (e.g.,
Luo et al. 2018). For Θ, we adopt the form

which manifestly segregates the magnetars and high-B pulsars
from the bulk of the NS population—see Figure 1. B and P in
Equation (9) span from the minimum value P = PS,min to a
minimum value of surface B = Bgap (xmax ), which supports pair
cascades or one that is consistent with the existence of a
magnetized crust.

Q (n , l , x , P , P )
⎧1 if B > max {Bgap, Bmag} and P > PS and  r < sb
=⎨
⎩ 0 otherwise.
(11)

3. The Radio Burst Energy Distribution for Individual
Magnetars via an Inversion Protocol
For FRB 121102ʼs bursts reported by Zhang et al. (2018),
the burst ﬂuence distribution of FRB 121102 exhibits a power
law where WT19 ﬁnd dN d  µ -G with Γ∼2.3±0.2
using a maximum likelihood technique for  ~ 30–600 Jy μs.
For a lower-energy sample of Arecibo bursts at νr∼1.4 GHz,
Gourdji et al. (2019) report Γ∼2.8±0.3. Likewise, Oostrum
et al. (2019) independently report Γ∼2.3–2.7 for FRB
121102 bursts observed by WSRT/Apertif. However, although
Γ is rather uncertain, the power-law or heavy-tailed nature
rather than an exponential character seems robust as well as its
greater steepness over that of short bursts, Γ>2>s.
Although the radio emission mechanism(s) in NS magnetospheres is (are) poorly understood, in the context of our model
where the same trigger underpins short bursts and FRBs, the

The inequalities effectively set lower and higher cutoffs on the
viable amplitudes. From the charge starvation in WT19, we
have ξ>2λ/(νP) (see Section 2.1). We see that, in our model,
there is intrinsically a lower-energy scale, r,min , in the energy
distribution for a single magnetar.
With the assumption sb µ x 2 (Equation (6)), the distribution
of ξ also follows a power law: dN dx µ x -(2s - 1) over ä {ξmin,
ξmax}∼λσmax {x, 1} with x = 1, which captures the operating
of amplitude ﬂuctuations. We will see below that the precise
value of x is irrelevant when it is sufﬁciently small. The
5
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Figure 1. P –P diagrams illustrating the viable space of NSs that may produce FRBs, with panels of different magnetic evolution parameter α. Lines for constant
characteristic age P P , dipole-component magnetic ﬁeld B = 6.4 ´ 1019 PP G, and spin-down power are illustrated along with the pulsar population from the
ATNF catalog (Manchester et al. 2005). In addition, the known galactic magnetar population is depicted with heavy weighted points along with uncertainties on P .
Contours reﬂecting the probability density of the magnetar population from Beniamini et al. (2019) are illustrated in {blue, red, green} corresponding to α={−1, 0,
1}, respectively. For α=±1, successive colored contours depict the normalized density of evolved magnetars at the [0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9] level of the
maximum; for α=0, the red contour levels are set at [0.01, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5]. Contours depicting the acceptance fraction Af in P –P space are in dark cyan for
[ 0, Br ] = [10 41 erg, 1015 G], the adopted burst amplitude distribution and other parameters listed in Table 1 and subject to all constraints mentioned in the text. Low
values of Af asymptote to the death lines depicted with the black dotted–dashed lines. The upper-left death line is set by the adopted maximum amplitude in the model
corresponding to a minimum period in Equation (3) while the the other line follows from magnetic conﬁnement with charge starvation, Equation (9). The constraints
associated with the feasibility of pair cascades (Appendix A) is off the scale. The intersection of the probability distribution convolving the acceptance fraction and
magnetar population is depicted with yellow-red colors and ﬁve black contours spanning a factor of 5 in probability density. For α=−1, “normal” (I) and “extended”
(II) birth B0 models for populations are depicted.

between r and ξ. When B is sufﬁciently large and magnetic
dominance is maintained (Q  1), the distribution of burst
energies is a power law (with boundaries given by Equation (17)
below),

normalized PDF of amplitude magnitudes is
⎛
⎞
dN
2s - 2
=⎜
⎟ x -(2s - 1)
2
2
s
2
2
s
⎝ [lsmax ]
(x
- 1) ⎠
dx
x < x < lsmax.

(12)

-1
dN
dN ⎛ d  r ⎞
(2s + a - 2) a
=
.
⎟ µ ⎜
r
d r
dx ⎝ dx ⎠

We can obtain the energy distribution dN d r by drawing
ξ from Equation (12) assuming the relation Equation (10)
6

(13)
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Then, G = (2s + a - 2) a, which implies
a=

2 (s - 1 )
» 1.08
G-1

when

s » 1.7

and

energy cutoff, further narrowing the range of realizable
ﬂuences. Such a dynamic range is also further restricted
when there is a preexisting low ﬁeld twist where
ρburst>ρtwist>ρcorot so that the minimum burst amplitude to
overcome this density is larger than simply ρcorot (see
Section 4.2). Hence, the span of energies (or ﬂuences) of
individual repeaters is inherently quite narrow in the adopted
model. Then, assuming B is sufﬁciently large to satisfy
B>max{Bgap, Bmag} the range in Equation (17) constitutes
the maximum possible range of burst energies. Here, different
values of 2/(νPσmax) alter the span of the burst energy
distribution, while B translates the entire distribution to lower
or higher energies. We see that this dynamic range is
independent of x. For FRB 121102, the span of burst ﬂuences
is at least 1.5 orders of magnitude, so 2/(νPσmax)  10−1.5. For
P∼10 s and ν∼100 Hz, this implies σmax  0.06. Alternatively, for a breaking strain of σmax∼0.1, we see the ﬂuence
distribution likely does not exceed a span of 103 for oscillation
frequencies of νfew kHz plausibly realizable in NS crusts.
Motivated by a∼1 in Equation (14) from FRB 121102ʼs
bursts, we hereafter adopt a=1 in Equation (10) for the FRB
luminosity function for all individual repeaters in this paper.
For each point in the P –P diagram, i.e., a magnetar of a ﬁxed
B and P, we calculate a relative “acceptance fraction” deﬁned
as the (normalized) fraction of amplitudes ξ drawn from the
distribution in Equation (12) which satisfy Θ:

G » 2.3.
(14)

This intriguing value of a∼1 suggests r µ xB, i.e., the FRB
energy directly scales with the voltage drop or primary particle
energy in gaps, i.e., Equations (23)–(24). This is a result
reminiscent of that obtained empirically for radio pulsars by
Arzoumanian et al. (2002) and suggests that beaming or
propagation inﬂuences may be minor for the inferred energies.
This curious correspondence also supports the assumption in
this work that a magnetospheric pulsar-like emission mechanism underpins recurrent FRBs.
The radio energy cannot exceed the event energy budget,
fb r < Eelas, where fb<1 is a beaming correction factor
accounting for the anisotropy of radio emission for the
isotropic-equivalent r . This demand also sets a lower cutoff
ξmin such that fb r (x ) Eelas (x ) < 1, yielding
⎛ f  0 ⎞2-a ⎛ B ⎞2-a
x > x min º x max ⎜ b ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ .
⎝ E max ⎠ ⎝ Br ⎠
1

a

(15)

As ξ/ξmax1, there is an upper bound on B, which is largely
immaterial for chosen parameters because is it is beyond the
range plausible for stability in NSs,
⎛ E ⎞1
B  Br ⎜ max ⎟
⎝ fb  0 ⎠

Af =

a

~

1017–1018

G.

(16)

(17)

where
⎛ 2 ⎞a
1 = ⎜
⎟
⎝ nPsmax ⎠
⎛ B ⎞a
2 = ⎜ ⎟
⎝ Br ⎠

2

(2 - a ) ⎛

f  0 ⎞2-a
⎜ b ⎟ .
⎝ E max ⎠

ò dx

dN
Q.
dx

(19)

The normalization A0f is the asymptotic maximum acceptance
fraction in the {P, P } space for other parameters ﬁxed and x =
1 sufﬁciently small. We display the relative Af in Figure 1 with
cyan gradients (with contours of constant Af)—lower values of
Af clearly trace the death line, while higher values prefer
magnetars with long spin periods. Owing to the constraint in
Equation (15), extremely large values of B (regardless, not
plausible in terms of formation and NS stability) are disfavored.
The location of the asymptotic maximum A0f depends on
Bgap, the minimum B where pair cascades are viable, but is
immaterial for the relative prospects between different
populations. That is, objects with higher B and P are clearly
preferred in Figure 1. For the canonical magnetar population,
Af∼10−2–10−3 for the parameters adopted in this paper,
subject to large (systematic) uncertainties associated with the
existence of magnetized crusts at a particular B. We do not
explicitly exclude objects with spin-down ages P P  1010 yr
because there exist magnetars, such as the central compact
object in RCW 103 (Rea et al. 2016), which are beyond this
limit owing to unusual formation history. That is, limiting
characteristic age may not be an appropriate prior on the space
of NS FRB hosts.

Let us now consider the maximum burst energy bounds in the
adopted model, realized for B sufﬁciently large so that
magnetic dominance is maintained. Explicitly, the minimum
and maximum radio burst energies are
⎛ B ⎞a
{ r ,min,  r ,max} =  0⎜ ⎟ {max [1,  2] , 1}
⎝ Br ⎠

1
A f0

a

(18)

These ò1 and ò2 arise from charge starvation and the adopted
energy condition, Equation (15), respectively. Hereafter, we
adopt the beaming factor fb=1 and regard all quantities as
“isotropic equivalent” over a large statistical ensemble of
bursts, omitting frequency-dependent selection effects. In our
model, such a cutoff energy scale arises naturally if magnetic
dominance is required for the FRB process in short bursts of
energy Emax∼1043–1044 erg in magnetar-like ﬁelds of
B∼1015 G (see Equation (7)), and if the conversion efﬁciency
of Emax into an FRB is appreciably less than unity. For typical
parameter values, ò1?ò2, so that the charge starvation
condition is the limiting factor for the smallest amplitudes
corresponding to the lowest energy bursts.
When B is not large enough in Equation (7) to conﬁne a
burst with amplitude ξ<ξmax, the Θ function imposes a high-

4. Ensemble Luminosity Functions and the Local Fluence
Distribution of FRBs
4.1. Evolved Magnetar Populations
We aim to estimate the FRB luminosity function for a
population of magnetars, selecting for different populations in
the P –P parameter space via a speciﬁed probability density.
The choice of the probability distribution selects different
7
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subpopulations of potential FRB progenitors, which we weight
by the relative acceptance fraction. This allows us to predict
normalized luminosity functions for different subpopulations of
NSs in the P –P diagram, as well as marking nearby objects for
further scrutiny. One such choice is the known galactic
magnetar population, which occupies preferential space in
P –P . This choice yields the luminosity distribution of FRBs
from galaxies with similar magnetar production to ours.
Because the absolute normalization of the acceptance fraction
is poorly constrained, we normalize the simulated luminosity
function.
The density of magnetars can be predicted by the rate and
evolution history of magnetars, which are then constrained
from observations of the galactic population. Beniamini et al.
(2019) have established that the population is well described by
a model with a decaying surface magnetic ﬁeld (assuming a
uniform birth rate). The main parameters of the model are the
range of initial magnetar magnetic ﬁelds, B0, the typical
timescale for magnetic ﬁeld decay, τB, and the evolution
parameter α, which is deﬁned through the relation B µ B1 + a
(Colpi et al. 2000). While the ﬁrst parameters are well
constrained by observations, Beniamini et al. (2019) found
that α can be more prone to observational selection effects,
constrained in the range −1α1. We explore here three
characteristic values α={−1, 0, 1}. We also take τB=104 yr
and B0 to be in the range B0=3×1014–1015 G—these are
values generally consistent with the observed magnetar
population (Beniamini et al. 2019). As a comparison case,
we explore also an “extended” birth distribution B0=
3×1014–3×1015 G, which may accommodate PSR J0250
+5854 (Tan et al. 2018) or populations that are broader than
that inferred for our galaxy.
The density of magnetars for a selection of these α
population models is depicted in Figure 1, in red, blue, or
green contours along with the known magnetar population in
heavy black points. These clearly overlap with the cyan
contours of constant acceptance fraction, but with a preference
toward higher P. The combination of the magnetar population
with the acceptance fraction then selects different subpopulations of evolved magnetars, which are potential FRB hosts.
This subpopulation of preferred FRB hosts is then the
probability of ﬁnding an evolved magnetar with a particular
{P, P } multiplied by the (assumed independent) acceptance
fraction Af. Contours for the distribution of this likely FRB host
population are depicted in black in Figure 1, along with red/
yellow gradients. In all cases, a preference toward objects with
higher P is obvious. The dN/dB distribution for FRB-mode
magnetars, i.e., those which undergo charge-starved short
bursts could be different from the locally inferred evolved
magnetar population. We hereafter regard different dN/dB
distributions set by α as not strictly interpreted as arising from
magnetic evolution, but a convenient parameterization of the
FRB host magnetar population.

required to support a twist varies more strongly with magnetic
colatitude than corotation. Following WT19, the scale at which
corotation rather than twist is a limiting factor is
P < Ptwist ~

4pR*
» 14 (Df-3)-1 s,
cDf sin2 q0

(20)

where we have assumed sin θ0∼0.2. For an object such as in
RCW 103, the maximum twist is of order Δf  10−7–10−6.
Alternatively, for the shortest periods, Equation (3), the twist is
limited to Df  2pnR*smax (c sin2 q0 ) ~ 2 ´ 10-3 sin2 q0 .
In our model, the unknown state of ﬁnite low twists in the
individual magnetars and the evolution of those ﬁnite twists
will then impact the total FRB luminosity function over the
population of evolved magnetars. The limit of vanishing twist
adopted in this paper is then the broadest possible space phase
to zeroth order (without invoking a spatial variation of the
corotation density).
4.3. Energy/Luminosity Function
Now we consider the energy/luminosity function in the
elementary model of Section 3. We emphasize that the
following is only relevant for FRB repeaters. We sample
{P, P } values from the probability density of evolved
magnetars as determined by the choice of α from the model
detailed in Beniamini et al. (2019). For each choice of {P, P },
we compute the individual-repeater energy distribution by
sampling Equation (12) into (10). Owing to the nontrivial
nature of Θ in Equation (11), a Monte Carlo treatment is
expedient. For several million samples, we then obtain a list of
energies, which we display in Figure 2. The curves in Figure 2
correspond to the normalized intrinsic FRB luminosity function
for a large statistical ensemble of bursts. As is readily apparent,
for all choices of α, the domain of energies with nonnegligible
probability is relatively narrow, about ∼1–3 decades in energy
for the FWHM. Then, most recurrent FRBs ought to have
energies near the peak of the distributions. We display the
approximate13 energies of FRBs with apparent localizations
(see Linscott & Erkes 1980; Tendulkar et al. 2017; Bannister
et al. 2019; Prochaska et al. 2019; Ravi et al. 2019; Marcote
et al. 2020) in Figure 2. We omit the low-DM burst FRB
171020 (Shannon et al. 2018) in Figure 2, as its localization is
less secure than the other bursts. Yet, for the host argued by
Mahony et al. (2018), the estimated isotropic-equivalent energy
is ∼1037–1038 erg. The model narrowness is largely consistent
with most inferred FRB energies, except perhaps for model
α=1 if FRB 190523 is regarded to be of the same population
as repeaters FRB 121102 and FRB 180916. Notably, although
the “normal” and “extended” birth B0 ranges do shift the
distributions, the value of α clearly has the greatest impact on
the shape and width of these FRB luminosity functions. For
instance, a preferentially high period and magnetic ﬁeld
sample, as in the model II of α=−1, broadens the model
luminosity function over that of model I.
If some subset of FRBs that have not yet repeated, such as
FRB 190523, are a different population than that considered
here, then they may not be as constraining to the luminosity
function as suggested by Figure 2. FRB beaming is also
allowed in our model (but poorly understood) as the local

4.2. Finite Low Twist
Finite low twist (a hierarchy ρburst>ρtwist>ρcorot) will
truncate the phase space of allowable amplitudes where charge
starvation during bursts will result. Consequently, the death
line will be curtailed at some large P if a minimum ﬁnite twist
is a universal aspect in evolved magnetars. This hierarchy may
also be present in certain locales of magnetospheres, e.g., ﬁelds
connecting to the null charge surface or where the current

13
Assuming a ﬂat spectral index over a respective bandwidth (and ﬂuence
range if repeating).
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Figure 2. The energy/luminosity function of recurrent FRBs in the low-twist magnetar model, as obtained by convolving the single burst distributions to the model
population distributions. The luminosity functions are approximately broken power law in character, as discussed in the text. The two panels are calculated using
different values of the pair [ 0, Br ] as indicated, and other parameters set in Table 1. The solid and dashed lines are models for the “normal” and “extended” birth B0
values for the population synthesis, respectively. The crude energy domain of localized recurrent FRBs and approximate energies for other localized but not-yetrecurred bursts are depicted. As more FRBs are localized in the future, it may be feasible to distinguish among different population models.

observed galactic magnetar short burst rate is higher than the
observed FRB rate (see Section 5.1).
The shape and limited domain of these energy distributions
may be understood as follows. It is evident that the distributions
attain power-law regimes—these arise from the distribution of
B in the different α subpopulations. Because B µ B1 + a , for a
constant birth rate, we sample dN dB µ B-(1 + a). For the
adopted populations, there are two associated breaks corresponding to low (B∼1013 G) and high (B∼1015 G) limits of the
dN/dB distribution for progenitors corresponding to low- and
high-energy breaks in the FRB energy  , respectively. That is,
when P∼10 s, the smallest ξ∼10−2 ξmax which dominate
the statistics, the break occurs at high ~ 10-2 0(1015 Br ) while
the lower-energy break manifests at low ~ 10-2 0(1013 Br ).
Below the low-energy break, there is a sharp cutoff owing to the

paucity of magnetars at lower B. Beyond the high-energy break,
the slope corresponds to the adopted amplitude distribution,
Equation (13), for the highest B in the sample. That
is, above the highest B∼1015 G, the energy distribution
dN d log  µ  -G+ 1 steepens to that of individual repeaters’
statistics, -G + 1 = -2 (s - 1) a » -1.4 for a=1 and s=
1.7. Between the low- and high-energy breaks, the index
(a + a ) a
, so
corresponds to the adopted α model, dN d r µ  r
-a
that dN d log  µ  r when a=1—in this regime, B varies
while ξ is roughly constant at the lowest viable value. For
instance, a plateau is apparent for the α=0 case illustrated in
red. For the “extended” case II, the entire preferred sample shifts
to higher P values by about half a decade, as in Figure 1—this
allows for smaller ξ amplitudes to dominate the sample, and
correspondingly shifts the peak of the population luminosity
9
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cases, deviations from d log Nc (>F) d log F > -1.5 may
become accessible for samples of low-ﬂuence bursts. The Φ
dependence of this turnover may also be used to constrain α and
other parameters, thereby discriminating among the putative B
distributions of low-twist magnetar FRB hosts.

function in Figure 2 to lower energies also by about half a
decade owing to ò1 in Equation (18).
For high FRB energies, the Γ∼2.4 index is somewhat
steeper but consistent within uncertainties to that inferred
empirically by Luo et al. (2018) in their suite of electron
models for inferring FRB distances. By construction, Luo
et al. (2018) did not consider humped or broken power-law
luminosity functions. An insufﬁcient number of observed
FRBs, which by nature are likely to be observed at the peak (by
deﬁnition ﬂatter) rather than the tail of the luminosity function,
may also imply a ﬂatter inferred luminosity function than
reality if a single power-law model is assumed. This motivates
the inclusion of broken power-law models into future
luminosity function inferential studies.

5. Summary and Discussion
The low-twist magnetar model of WT19 hypothesizes a
trigger for recurrent FRBs similar to high-energy magnetar
short bursts, with the viability of FRB production governed by
the paucity of charge carriers during ﬁeld dislocations. In the
model, all recurrent FRBs should be accompanied by highenergy quasi-thermal short bursts of energy sb  10 42–10 43
erg, but not all short bursts will produce FRBs, contingent on
the state of the magnetar’s magnetosphere prior to the burst. In
either instance, the energy is predominantly released in the
closed zone of the magnetosphere owing to the small polar cap
radius. By simple order-of-magnitude scaling relations on
parameters known from magnetar short burst phenomenology,
we constrain the plausible period and surface magnetic ﬁeld of
FRB host magnetars. Adopting models for evolved magnetar
populations, which are constrained from the observed magnetar
distribution in our galaxy, we consider the space of likely FRBmode magnetars in this subset.
Key results include the following:

4.4. Local Fluence Distribution of FRBs in Standard
Cosmology
Let us consider the scenario where all FRBs arise from short
bursts in low-twist magnetars. The observed ﬂuence distribution of FRBs is a convolution of the intrinsic rate and the
energy distribution function. We take  (< ) as the number of
events with an energy of  or less and RFRB(z) as the comoving
space density of FRBs in a given redshift interval. That is,
 (< ) is the cumulative distribution function of the normalized probability distributions depicted in Figure 2. The
differential comoving rate of bursts at a given redshift is
R (z ) = [RFRB (z ) (1 + z )] dV (z ) dz, where dV (z ) dz is the
comoving volume element. Then, for the luminosity distance
dL(z), the observed ﬂuence cumulative distribution is
Nc ( >F) µ

ò0

¥

⎡
⎛ 4pdL (z)2 F ⎞ ⎤
R ( z ) ⎢1 -  ⎜ <
⎟ ⎥ dz.
⎝
1 + z ⎠⎦
⎣

1. For other quantities ﬁxed and magnetospheric twist
sufﬁciently small, high B and P are clearly preferred for
FRB host magnetars. This is a consequence of the charge
starvation condition as well as requiring magnetic
dominance in arcades of ﬁeld bundles during bursts. A
simple formulation of a death line for FRBs suggests
P2/(νσmax)∼0.2 s and BP  6×1013 G s.
2. An inversion protocol of the power-law ﬂuence distribution of FRB 121102, under the assumption that magnetar
short bursts scale quadratically with ﬁeld dislocation
amplitude, suggests that the FRB energy scales close to
linearly with amplitude or, physically, the voltage drop for
primary particles, a result similar to that inferred for radio
emission in most pulsars14 (Arzoumanian et al. 2002).
Then, the ﬂuence index for FRBs Γ (dN d  µ -G) is
related to the familiar index s∼ 1.7 for short bursts,
G = (2s + a - 2) a ~ 2.4, when a∼1.
3. In an elementary model for the FRB energy, the predicted
energy range for individual repeaters is narrow, of
order [2 (nPsmax )]-1 ~ 100–1000 for the ratio of highest to lowest energy bursts for plausible frequencies
ν∼102–103 Hz of magnetar crusts, for a breaking strain
σmax∼0.1 and P∼10 s. This appears consistent with
the distribution of ﬂuences in FRB 121102 (Gajjar et al.
2018; Zhang et al. 2018; Gourdji et al. 2019), FRB
171019 (Kumar et al. 2019), and CHIME repeaters such
as FRB 180916 (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al.
2019b; Marcote et al. 2020).
4. Extending the elementary model for the FRB energy/
luminosity for individual repeaters to models of evolved
population of magnetars, we ﬁnd that the energy/
luminosity function for a population is described by a

(21)

We adopt a ﬂat ΛCDM universe with ΩΛ=0.69, Ωm=0.31,
and H0=68 km s−1 Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016)
with m (z ) = Wm (1 + z )3 + WL , where
dV (z)
4pc dc2
=
dz
H0 m (z)

dc =

c
H0

ò0

z

dz ¢
,
m (z ¢)

(22)

and dL=(1+z)dc. As a ﬁrst estimate, we consider the case
where RFRB(z) follows the star formation rate (SFR) density of
Madau & Dickinson (2014), Equation (15), which peaks at
z∼2. The magnetar formation rate, via core-collapse supernovae, is a small fraction of the SFR (Beniamini et al. 2019).
The computation of the distribution, Equation (21), is plotted
in Figure 3 for parameters identical to Figure 2. Owing to the
relative narrowness of the luminosity functions in Figure 2, the
standard (“log N–log S”) Nc(>Φ)∝Φ−1.5 is obtained for
isotropically distributed sources (in Euclidean spacetime) with
delta function luminosity at high ﬂuences, which correspond to
nearby FRBs. For fainter sources, our model predicts a ﬂattening
of the index, implying a saturation of FRB rates with improving
sensitivity. Observational rate studies (see Table 3 in Petroff
et al. 2019) estimate an all-sky rate of order ∼103–104 FRBs per
day above a few Jy ms ﬂuence threshold, corresponding to
a level of about Φ∼10−16–10−17 erg cm−2 for standard
assumptions on bandwidth and ﬂat FRB spectral index. As
apparent in Figure 3, we predict that future enhancements in
sensitivity may result in up to a  (10 2–10 4) factor increase in
FRB rate over current limits for α=1, while a more modest
 (101–10 2) factor for α=−1. Moreover, for the α∼0–1

14
That is, the Poynting ﬂux scales as ξ2 while the conversion into nonthermal
coherent radio emission scales close to ξ. Analogously, in γ-ray pulsars, the
conversion of E into nonthermal gamma-rays is also sublinear (see Figure 9 in
Abdo et al. 2013).
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Figure 3. The local ﬂuence–ﬂux distribution from cosmologically distributed FRB-producing magnetars following the star formation rate, sampled from the
population FRB luminosity function displayed in Figure 2—see text following Equation (21). The vertical line at Φ=10−18 erg cm−2 demarcates the typical
sensitivity to FRBs for current radio facilities, corresponding to an FRB ﬂuence of ∼100 Jy μs with a ﬂat spectral index in a bandwidth of νr∼1 GHz. The solid and
dashed lines are for “normal” and “extended” birth B0 values for the population synthesis, respectively. The different panels are calculated using different values of the
pair [ 0, Br ] as indicated and other parameters set in Table 1 for individual repeaters.

broken power law. The low-energy indices trace the FRB
host magnetar population B distribution, while the highenergy indices probe individual-repeater distributions.
Then, inferences of the FRB luminosity function can
constrain the character of the FRB-hosting magnetar
population—broken power-law models are therefore
encouraged for future studies.
5. The population energy/luminosity function is somewhat
narrow, with FWHM of one to three decades with a sharp
low-energy cutoff around 1037–1038 erg. The narrowness
implies a high probability of observing FRB energy
corresponding to the peak of the luminosity function and
lends credence to the radio bursts detected by Linscott &
Erkes (1980) as originating from Virgo. Moreover, the

narrowness suggests redshifts may be constrained solely
by FRB ﬂuence once the luminosity function is better
characterized.
6. Assuming all FRBs follow the SFR with a luminosity
function that follows the models for a population of
evolved magnetars, the number distribution of the highest
ﬂuence Φ bursts scales as Nc(>Φ)∝Φ−1.5. At lower
ﬂuences, the rate may saturate, depending on the evolved
magnetar population under consideration.
There are several caveats worth elaborating. The elementary
model motivated by the inversion protocol from FRB 121102
should be considered a zeroth-order approximation—in particular,
we have omitted details about any of the observing radio
frequency nr selection biases and assumed that the phenomenology
11
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may be broadly similar across episodes and sources, as known for
magnetar high-energy short bursts. We regard the model as a ﬁrst
step in describing the gross behavior of a large ensemble of bursts
over time spans much longer than the spin period of the putative
rotator for a large bandwidth (e.g., Δνr∼4–8 GHz as in Zhang
et al. 2018). As noted in WT19, the frequency dependence likely
hinges on the altitude of emission, observer perspective (and
therefore spin phase), and colatitude of the active region. These
nuances provide opportunity to further characterize and test the
model in the future.
There are other ingredients, which currently are unconstrained, that may broaden or narrow the luminosity function in
Figure 2. First, if the ﬁeld twist is nonzero (yet small enough to
allow the WT19 mechanism; Section 4.2) for some FRB host
magnetars, then the range of ﬂuences in those individual
repeaters can be signiﬁcantly narrowed. If that population
dominates in number over FRB host magnetars with nearly
twist-free magnetospheres, then the population luminosity
function will also be narrowed. Second, if a range of
eigenmodes and length scales departing from Table 1 is
realized, particularly at kilohertz frequencies or moderately
different active region areas, this may extend the allowed
space, thereby broadening the luminosity function. The death
line in Figure 1 would then be a band, rather than a strict
demarcation. Third, if beaming is a signiﬁcant factor, for
instance ﬂuence varying with observer magnetic impact angle,
then this may broaden the radio energy range of individual
repeaters, thereby broadening the population luminosity
function. For FRB 121102, the similar arrival time statistics
to magnetar short bursts suggests beaming is broad or the
geometry special, for instance with a small magnetic obliquity
as well as a small angle with respect to the spin axis. Fourth, as
is already apparent in Figure 2, broadening the period or B
distribution of progenitors will broaden the luminosity
function.
Finally, we note that we have assumed that the FRB-mode
magnetar formation rate follows the core-collapse supernova
rate, which is known to conform to the SFR. Two recently
localized FRBs (Bannister et al. 2019; Ravi et al. 2019) are
hosted by galaxies whose SFRs are signiﬁcantly lower than
typical or that for FRB 121102 (Tendulkar et al. 2017). If such
a trend is sustained with additional FRB localizations, this may
suggest a different formation channel for low-twist magnetars
with long periods (e.g., Kundu & Ferrario 2020, or objects such
as in RCW 103).

systematically quantiﬁes the galactic magnetar short burst rate;
therefore, a limit of the narrowness of beaming cannot currently
be quantiﬁed. Clearly, a much larger sample of FRBs with
precise localizations is necessary to better assess the FRB
luminosity function.
The possibility that repeaters and nonrepeaters are different
phenomena must be mentioned, including multiple potential
populations in either. Some rate studies (Palaniswamy et al.
2018; Caleb et al. 2019; James et al. 2019) seem to indicate that
FRB 121102 is perhaps more active than other bursters and
exceptional. However, the phenomenology of known galactic
magnetars are rife with episodes of proliﬁc activity and
slumber. In the context of the magnetar model here, FRB
121102 could simply be in a more active state, with the global
FRB rate reﬂecting the rarity (in space and time) of such states
over a magnetar’s evolution. A study of CHIME bursts
(Ravi 2019) implies a cosmological FRB rate generally higher
than core-collapse supernovae, demanding recurrences of FRBs
in most compact object models.
5.2. Predictions and Observational Tests of the Low-twist
Magnetar Model
Many of the aspects here were detailed in WT19 but are
restated and expanded here for completeness. For the limiting
(maximum) twist in WT19, the typical electron plasma
frequency is we  10–20 GHz at the surface and ∼1 GHz at
a few NS radii altitude. This sets the characteristic scale for
describing either generation or propagation of coherent radio
emission for FRBs.
FRB arrival times. Because the proposed FRB trigger is
identical to one in magnetar short bursts, arrival times of
recurrent FRBs should exhibit similarity in statistics if FRBs
are not highly beamed. The correspondence between FRB
121102 and magnetar short bursts in WT19 and apparent lack
of periodicity supports that beaming is not determinative in
FRB 121102. That is, FRBs may be observed from almost any
spin phase of the rotation, may have a wide emission cone, and
do not have a “lighthouse” beam which sweeps past the
observer—this is supported by the ﬁxed PA during pulses in
FRB 121102 (Michilli et al. 2018). If the situation is similar to
magnetar short bursts, when only timing information is
employed, signiﬁcantly larger samples of bursts may be
required to establish periodicity (e.g., Elenbaas et al. 2018).
As in magnetar short bursts, recurrent FRBs ought to be
episodic, with long intervals of months/years of inactivity
spanning to intense short storms persisting for hours. For these
burst storms, based on the phenomenology of magnetar short
bursts, the FRB arrival times could be log-uniform in character.
This gives rise to a humped distribution for waiting times,
which may be described by a log-normal with mean of ∼102 s
(in the source frame) of width ∼1 dex. Moreover, for
sufﬁciently extended burst storms, a power-law relation
between arrival times and next-burst waiting times may be
indicated if continuous coverage is maintained as in the August
2017 episode of FRB 121102 (see Figure 2 in WT19 and its
magnetar short burst parallel; Figure 10 in Gavriil et al. 2004).
Multipulse substructure and short-waiting-time repetition
clusters. In FRB 121102 burst storms, ∼5% of recurrences are
observed with short 10−3–10−2 s waiting times (Zhang et al.
2018; Gourdji et al. 2019). In the low-twist model, such short
recurrences may be ascribed to crustal oscillations of similar
periods, which persist after the initial ﬁeld dislocation. Blobs of

5.1. FRB 190523
FRB 190523 is at the extremity of the model luminosity
functions in Figure 2. In the context of the low-twist model, it
could be described as a low (but not hugely so) probability
event, arising in the tail of the amplitude distribution in the
most extreme magnetars of ﬁelds ∼few×1015 G. Of course,
hard-to-quantify selection effects may play a role in the
localization of FRBs with atypically high energetics, complicating assessments of probability. A beaming factor fb<1
could also be invoked in the model, at the cost of higher
cosmological total rates. Such beaming is not an issue for the
energetics in our model: most bursts would occur well below a
cutoff energy scale that dominates the energetics (recall
d log N d log sb > -2). Indeed, the local magnetar short
burst rate is much higher than the FRB volumetric rate, so some
beaming could be tolerated. We are not aware of any study that
12
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quasi-period DM variations at the spin period. From ﬁrst
principles, such a DM component is difﬁcult to estimate as it
depends on the spatial distribution of unknown plasma
parameters and 3D wave propagation, but is likely small
<1 pc cm−3, because this is the typical DM variability in the
CHIME repeaters (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. 2019b).
Other messengers. Prompt magnetar short bursts of energies
∼1036–1042 erg ought to be associated with FRBs. Magnetar
short bursts are ∼10–500 ms in duration and can be described
by two blackbodies with temperatures of ∼1–5 keV and
∼10–50 keV, with similar ﬂux in both components—therefore,
these would manifest as unusuallysoftshortGRBs or ultrashortX-raytransients. Owing to the relatively low energetics,
high-energy prompt counterparts to FRBs are not expected
unless the host is local within a few megaparsecs (e.g.,
Cunningham et al. 2019). Therefore, concurrent or associated
magnetar short bursts are improbable with current high-energy
instruments, except possibly for known Galactic magnetars
(Section 5.3). If the plasma is indeed conﬁned during bursts in
the magnetosphere, no emission beyond a few MeV is expected
owing to high QED opacities in magnetar magnetospheres (Hu
et al. 2019). Yet, in the optical/UV, the Rayleigh–Jeans tail of
the lower temperature short burst component may be detectable
as subsecond transients to greater distances with large-sized
imaging atmospheric Cerenkov telescopes (or other large
optical facilities) in fast photometry mode (e.g., Deil et al.
2009; Lacki 2011; MAGIC Collaboration et al. 2018; Benbow
et al. 2019; Hassan & Daniel 2019; Hoang et al. 2019). Finally,
it has long been hypothesized that magnetar crustal activity
may result in burst gravitational wave (GW) emission (Ramaty
et al. 1980). Indeed, a breaking strain of σmax∼0.1 can
support large NS ellipticities (Horowitz & Kadau 2009)
although searches for burst GW signals concurrent with
galactic magnetar short bursts (Abadie et al. 2011; Abbott
et al. 2019) argue for null detections of such concurrent GWs
for extragalactic FRBs except for extraordinary events.
Falsiﬁability. There are several ways the model could be
falsiﬁed, particularly the simplest variant we have presented in
this work. The generally low energy of magnetar short bursts
implies no prompt X-ray (at energies below about 300 keV)
counterparts to distant FRBs such as FRB 121102 or FRB
180916—any signiﬁcant detection would immediately falsify the
core assumption of the model. Ergo, for distant FRBs, only radio
observables are largely accessible in the model. Magnetar giant
ﬂares, which can be accompanied by storms of short bursts (e.g.,
Hurley et al. 1999), could be contemporaneous with some
nearby recurrent FRB storms in individual repeaters, but would
not recur with each FRB pulse. For repeaters, the charge
starvation and efﬁciency constraints, Equations (17)–(18), imply
a lower-energy scale. The magnetar nature of model also implies
an upper scale. Consequently, the range of ﬂuences in an
individual or a population of repeaters is a key radio observable.
If no low-energy break in the luminosity function for an
individual or a population of repeaters is found for 4 decades
in dynamic range of ﬂuence for a sufﬁciently deep sample, it
would clearly be problematic for the model without invoking
beaming or high-period magnetars (e.g., in RCW 103). If
beaming is important, frequency selection effects could be a
strong inﬂuence (owing to radius-to-frequency mapping) and
samples over large bandwidths may be necessary for discrimination. Obviously, nearby FRBs with concurrent messengers offer
the most promise to constrain or falsify the model.

pair plasma could be launched in closed zones with small
colatitude (and large maximum altitude). Similarly, multipulse
substructure in bursts (e.g., CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al.
2019a) could be attributed to such crustal oscillations. Yet,
owing to core–crust coupling (e.g., Levin 2006; Huppenkothen
et al. 2014c; Miller et al. 2019), trains of these short recurrences
should not persist for more than 0.2–2 s. In standard theory, such
oscillations are discrete higher harmonics of a fundamental
n=0, ℓ=2 eigenmode, nℓ » n0, ℓ = 2 (ℓ - 1)(ℓ + 2) , or overtone (n>0) modes (e.g., Section 12.6 in Chamel &
Haensel 2008). A spectrum of inferred frequencies in multipulse
structure or short-waiting-time-event clusters that match such
discrete orderings would be strong evidence of magnetar crust
activity in FRBs and also constrain the NS equation of state.
Frequency drifts. Frequency drifts appear to be universally
nonpositive in FRBs, suggesting radius-to-frequency mapping
of plasma rising in altitude in ﬂux tubes, as in pulsars (e.g.,
Cordes 1978). In WT19, for either small twists or the corotation
density, the local plasma frequency scales as Bl1 2 , where Bl is
the local magnetic ﬁeld at some altitude—this sets the
characteristic scaling of the unknown radio propagation or
emission processes. The apparent constancy of nr nr ~ 10 2 s−1
reported by Hessels et al. (2019) for FRB 121102 is suggestive
of a characteristic length scale of cnr nr ~ 108 cm , when
modiﬁcations due to relativistic bulk motion are ignored.
Similarly, CHIME repeaters (CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al.
2019b) also exhibit nr nr ~ 101–10 2 s−1. This has also been
noted independently by Lyutikov (2019b; see also Wang et al.
2019) and is strongly suggestive of a magnetospheric origin of
FRBs (the typical light cylinder size of magnetars is much
larger at cP/(2π)∼1011 cm).
Polarization. High linear polarization can be generated or
imprinted by the strongly magnetized and ordered plasma in
NS magnetospheres (e.g., Melrose 1979). For instance, the
X-mode may wave-mode-couple with plasma on a ﬁeld loop
prior to decoupling at higher altitudes at the polarizationlimiting radius (Cheng & Ruderman 1979). Small portions of
circular polarization, as in some pulsars, may also be feasible
by propagation effects, depending on the plasma parameters
and observer geometry (e.g., Lyubarskii & Petrova 1998;
Petrova & Lyubarskii 2000; Wang et al. 2010). For objects
such as in RCW 103, vacuum birefringence, sampling the socalled vacuum resonance in a phase space of anomalous
dispersion (e.g., Lai & Ho 2002) in high magnetic ﬁelds, may
compete with plasma effects in the magnetosphere, even for
frequencies as low as nr ~ 1 GHz if the ﬁeld twist is very low.
Because in the wave-mode-coupling regime the PA may trace
the ordered ﬁeld geometry relative to the observer at
decoupling, the PA is in principle dependent on the spin phase
of the rotator. Then, the PA variations in a large sample of
bursts may not only be a powerful tool to determine the period
of the rotator, but also constrain the observer viewing direction
and magnetic obliquity, as for instance in the familiar rotating
vector model noted in WT19.
Variable DM. As in standard pulsar magnetospheres,
strongly time variable DM is generally not expected. However,
if the FRB host magnetar is in a state of untwisting, then an
expanding cavity of low twist develops in equatorial zones
(Beloborodov 2009; Chen & Beloborodov 2017). This could
imprint a small secularly changing DM on the timescale of
days/weeks associated with untwisting to quiescence in
magnetar outbursts (e.g., Coti Zelati et al. 2018) and also
13
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5.3. Local Targets for Scrutiny

assuming the gap speed is comparable to c:

−1

all-sky rate of FRBs, the
Given the ∼10 –10 day
probability is low that one will be observed locally, given
the relatively small ﬁelds of view of most radio instruments and
the Nc (>F) µ F-1.5 scaling. Nevertheless, in our model, local
magnetars and high-B pulsars may prove interesting for
targeted studies—even modest radio telescopes could be useful
owing to the energetics of FRBs. Future observations should
scrutinize objects with high B and P simultaneously, especially
those that do not exhibit strong nonthermal persistent emission
associated with ﬁeld twists. Transient magnetars15 of possible
interest include 1E 1841–045, 1E 1048.1–5937, SGR 0418
+5729, XTE J1810–197, and CXOU J164710.2–455216
among others. Scrutiny of high-B pulsars with exceptionally
long periods that lack nonthermal X-ray persistent emission,
such as PSR J0250+5854 (P≈23.5 s and B∼1013.5 G; Tan
et al. 2018) or PSR J2251–3711 (Morello et al. 2020) may also
prove interesting. An intriguing possibility is if objects similar
to the central compact object in RCW 103, which has reported
magnetar-like short burst activity (Rea et al. 2016) and has an
astonishingly large putative spin period of 6.67 hr, undergo
epochs of low twist with impulsive ﬁeld dislocations. Future
radio and high-energy scrutiny of RCW 103 and similar objects
is also clearly demanded to assess their potential for hosting
FRBs. Finally, given the M87 bursts reported by Linscott &
Erkes (1980), deep searches of nearby clusters such as Virgo
may show success (e.g., Fialkov et al. 2018) and perhaps offer
the prospect of high-energy and optical messengers with
existing instruments.
3

4

Egap ~ 4pr burst ℓacc ~

2pnBx ℓacc
,
c
l

ℓacc < l < R*, (23)

where ℓacc is the free acceleration length for a primary
electron/positron prior to gap termination, i.e., dge dℓacc =
-eEgap (me c 2 ), to Lorentz factor,
ge,acc =

penBx 2
ℓacc.
m e c 3l

(24)

Pair creation by curvature radiation will regulate the
acceleration gaps through screening, as in standard pulsar
scenarios (e.g., Timokhin & Harding 2015, 2019).
It can be shown that resonant Compton cooling will not
signiﬁcantly alter particle acceleration before curvature cooling
operates for the parameters of interest in this work (see, Baring
et al. 2011).
Curvature radiation reaction is not realized (in the absence of
photon splitting; see Appendix B) before termination of the gap
for the higher ﬁelds (B  1011 G) relevant in this work (see
Equation (54) in Timokhin & Harding 2015). The characteristic
curvature photon energy is eCR ~ 3 ( rc ) g 3e 2, where  º
 (me c ) is the reduced Compton wavelength and ρc is the
curvature radius of an osculating circle for the local ﬁeld. We
note that sin q ~ ℓg rc, where ℓγ is the characteristic mean free
path of magnetic pair creation.
The total gap size is ℓtot = ℓacc + ℓg minimized for variations
in ℓacc, as in Timokhin & Harding (2015) and earlier works
(e.g., Harding & Muslimov 1998). Then, from the abovethreshold pair creation condition eCR (B Bcr ) ℓg rc ~ c0 , we
ﬁnd
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ℓg ,above ~

3
4c0 ⎛ Bcr ⎞4 ⎛ l ⎞ ⎛ 2r2c c 3 ⎞ 1
⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟⎟
.
⎟ ⎜⎜
6
3p 3 ⎝ B ⎠ ⎝ x ⎠ ⎝ n 3 ⎠ ℓacc

(25)

Minimizing ℓtot for variations in ℓacc, we ﬁnd the total gap size
to be
hgap,above =

Appendix A
Constraints by Magnetic Pair Cascade Viability

~2´

The magnetic ﬁeld at the surface cannot be too low,
otherwise magnetic pair production will not operate efﬁciently.
This obviously is not constraining for magnetars, but may be
for older objects. For avalanche magnetic pair production, a
conservative estimate is for pair creation above threshold. In
magnetar ﬁelds, pair creation will occur efﬁciently at threshold
(e.g., Daugherty & Harding 1983; Baring & Harding 2001).
For above-threshold pair creation in submagnetar ﬁelds,
we require c = e (B Bcr ) sin q  c0 » max [0.2, B Bcr ], where
e  2 is the photon energy in units of me c 2 , θ the angle
between B and the photon momentum, and Bcr º me2 c 3 (e ) is
the quantum critical ﬁeld.
The electric ﬁeld in the gap is established by substitution of
ρburst into Equation (27) of Timokhin & Harding (2015),

7 ⎛ 2 2 3 ⎞1 7
r c
⎜⎜ c
⎟⎟
n3

3
7 ⎛⎜ 2 ⎞⎟3 7 1 7 ⎛⎜ Bcr ⎞⎟4 7 ⎛ l ⎞
c0
⎜ ⎟
⎝ B ⎠ ⎝x ⎠
3 ⎝p⎠

⎛ c l 3 r2 ⎞1
0 5.5 c,7
⎟
⎜ B 4 n 3 x3 ⎟
⎝ 15 2 3 ⎠

⎝

⎠

(26)

7

10 3⎜

cm,

(27)

where we have introduced a factor of 2 to compensate for
relative motion, hgap » 2ℓtot .
Adopting the condition hgap<δR* for δR*/R*∼1
corresponding to B decreasing by ∼1/8 from the surface to
the termination height of the gap, we ﬁnd a condition on B:
B  Bgap,above =

~ 1.4 ´

15

See the McGill Magnetar Catalog (http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/~pulsar/
magnetar/main.html); Olausen & Kaspi 2014) and the Watts Burst Library
(https://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/a.l.watts/magnetar/mb.html).

3
7 ⎛⎜ 14 ⎞⎟3 4 1 4 ⎛ l ⎞
c0 ⎜ ⎟
3 ⎝ 3p ⎠
⎝x ⎠

4 ⎛ 2 2 3 ⎞1 4
r c
⎜⎜ 7c ⎟⎟ Bcr
dR n 3

⎝

3 ⎞1 / 4
⎛
1/2
-7 / 4 ⎜ c0 l 5.5 ⎟
10
10 rc,7 dR*,6 ⎜ 3 3 ⎟
⎝ n 2 x3 ⎠

*

⎠

G.

(28)

(29)

Thus, this bounds the surface ﬁeld to exceed around 1011 G. A
similar calculation for threshold pair creation eCR ℓg rc = 2
14
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yields
hgap,th =

⎞3 7

7 ⎛⎜ 2 ⎞⎟3 7 ⎛ l
⎜ ⎟
3 ⎝p⎠ ⎝ x ⎠

1 7
⎛ Bcr ⎞3 7 ⎛ 2r2c c 3 ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ B ⎠
n3

⎝

⎛ l5.5 ⎞3
~ 3 ´ 10 3 r2c,77 ⎜
⎟
⎝ B15 n 2 x 3 ⎠

⎠

will remain unscreened while photon splitting is proliﬁc. The
value of εCR will be controlled by the competition between
electron acceleration and radiative cooling, with the maximum
photon energy limited to that in the radiation reaction regime.
The characteristic length scale for threshold pair production in
a static dipole (the analog of Equation (40) in Hu et al. 2019)
is approximated by Equations (29)–(30) in Story & Baring
1
(2014), ℓg ~ 32R*/(9qf eCR [B Bcr ]) µ eignoring the
CR ,
logarithmic dependence. Therefore, there exists a value
eCR > eCR,pp such that ℓγ<ℓsp (e.g., Baring & Harding 1997).
From Equation (34), we obtain

(30)

7

cm

(31)

with a bound on B,
B  Bgap,th

1 3
2
98 ⎛⎜ 7 ⎞⎟1 3 l ⎛ 2r c c 3 ⎞
⎟⎟ Bcr
=
⎜⎜
9p ⎝ 3 ⎠ x ⎝ dR 7 n 3 ⎠
*

1 -1
~ 109 r2c,7/ 3 l5.5 dR*-,67 / 3 n G.
2 x3

(32)

eCR,pp » 2 ´ 10 3 r1c,72.

(33)

The value of eCR,pp is rather sensitive to the numerical factor in
front of Equation (34)—therefore, careful evaluation of the
splitting amplitude integrals s (Equation (21) in Hu et al.
2019) is essential.
One may adopt Equation (23) and equate the associated
acceleration rate gacc » eEgap (me c ) to the curvature energyloss rate gCR = (2 3) af cge4 r 2c , where af = e 2 c is the ﬁne
structure constant. Comparison with Equation (24) then yields
the characteristic length scale when free acceleration ceases for
B ~ 1015 G,

We see that the above-threshold and at-threshold B constraints
are similar, and neither demand magnetar-like ﬁeld strengths
for adopted parameters, even for the smaller amplitudes
satisfying Equation (5). We hereafter adopt Bgap = Bgap,above ,
as threshold pair production is not likely to occur in this lower
ﬁeld regime.
It is interesting to note that for large curvature radii,
corresponding to polar locales of ﬁeld dislocations, the Bgap
constraints become rather restrictive for small ξ. Therefore, the
parameter space for FRB-producing magnetars is larger for
ﬁeld dislocations away from the polar cap, which may have
implications for the PA variations between bursts in individual
repeaters.

-3 7 -3 7 -3
ℓacc,0 ~ 2 ´ 10 3 l 35.57 r2c,77 B15
n2 x3

1 7 1 7 1 7 -1
ge,acc,0 ~ 8 ´ 107 r4c,77 B15
n 2 x3 l 5.5

Low-altitude pair cascades may be quenched if all three
modes of photon splitting allowed by CP symmetry are
operating in the strongly dispersive regime of QED in the
strong ﬁelds supplied by magnetars. Because photon splitting
has no threshold energy, it can operate below the pair creation
threshold of 2me c 2 . Baring & Harding (2001) ﬁnd that pair
cascades can be strongly suppressed above B  0.2Bcr if
all three splitting branches are allowed, provided that
eCR sin q < 2. What splitting modes operate in the B?Bcr
domain is currently an open research question, with Adler
(1971) clearly demonstrating that in weakly dispersive
domains, the ^ polarization mode of splitting can proceed
in the birefringent, magnetized quantum vacuum. An assessment of photon splitting is therefore important for evaluating its
potential for inﬂuencing pair cascades for ﬁeld dislocations in
the magnetospheres of magnetars.
The length scale ℓsp for splittings can be short, as can be
discerned from Figure 2 of Hu et al. (2019). It can be estimated
using Equation (40) in that paper, which specialized to a dipole,
and adopting qf ~ R* rc = 0.1rc,7 for the emission colatitude
of a curvature photon of dimensionless energy εCR. Thus,
assuming a ﬁeld value of B=1015 G,
r6c,77
e 5CR7

cm.

7

cm.

(36)

From Equation (24), this corresponds to Lorentz factor

Appendix B
Inﬂuence of Photon Splitting in High Fields

ℓsp ~ 2 ´ 10 6

(35)

7

(37)

and curvature radiation photon energy eCR ~ 3 ( rc ) g 3e 2,
3
eCR,0 ~ 3 ´ 10 6 r 5c,77 B153 7 n 23 7 x33 7 l5.5

7

(38)

i.e., with a characteristic energy scale of a TeV. The
corresponding pair production length is then ℓg  10 cm for
rc ~ 107 cm . Observe that eCR,0  eCR,pp so that pair production will be immediate and the splitting length scale signiﬁcantly
larger than ℓγ. By reductio ad absurdum, we conclude that the
primary particle will never enter the regime of radiation reaction
before pair production quenches the gap and that splitting will
not strongly inﬂuence the gap physics for rc ~ 107 cm . This
assessment is perhaps related to the existence of radio-loud
magnetars (e.g., Camilo et al. 2006), albeit ephemeral radio
emitters, and suggests that even if all three splitting modes
operate, photon splitting likely does not totally quench pair
cascades and a pulsar-like mechanism of the proposed FRB
model. Still, splitting may be important in certain parameter
regimes where radio emission or FRBs in magnetars are
generated—polar locales corresponding to larger curvature radii
may be impacted by the competition between splitting and pair
production, as ℓg ℓsp µ r1c 7 and eCR,pp µ r1c 2 . There also exist
regimes between B∼ 1013–1014 G where the splitting length
may be shorter than the pair length, owing to the dependence of
splitting amplitude integrals s on B (for details, see Hu et al.
2019). A more complete study of pair cascades with splitting for
FRB models is deferred for the future.

(34)

For splitting to be of relevance, energetic photons εCR ? 2
ought to split before they have the opportunity to pair produce
—from Appendix A, one anticipates a priori that ℓsp = 104 cm.
If gap formation is inhibited, the electric ﬁeld Equation (23)
15
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